
2020 Mid-West Pro Mod Series  
Media Regulations 

 
 
     The following regulations are set in place for those that are provided media 
credentials to photograph the Mid-West Pro Mod Series. These are not requests, they 
are expectations set forth by the Mid-West Pro Mod Series and to be adhered to at all 
times. Any content creators found to be in violation of these expected guidelines can 
expect to have further event credentials denied, and you may be asked to leave the 
event depending on the severity. Any content creator that refuses to agree to these 
requirements will not be allowed any access outside of that of a paying fan.  
 

 All photos of the MWPMS will have the Summit Racing Equipment MWPMS 
Logo on them (the one above). This is a non-negotiable point. If you are creating 
content as a freelance photographer for another outlet such as Drag Illustrated, 
Dragzine, Competition Plus, E3xtreme, etc. please make them aware of this. It is 
your responsibility to let them know.  

 Absolutely no flash photography once the car has made forward motion to stage 
the vehicle 

 All content creators are to act in a professional manner while at a MWPMS event 

 Do not leave any trash, included but not limited to: Food, Batteries, Soda, etc. 
trackside 

 Avoid being in the way of any track personal and race car crews 

 Track Personal will have final say about locations that content creators can stand 

 Under no circumstances are you to lean over the wall and/or block the line of site 
of the creator behind you 

 All content that you create is YOURS! MWPMS does not assume any ownership 
of your content, though as a working relationship, there may be a time that we 
request to use a photo with your permission of course.  

 
 
Be Safe, Have Fun, and Enjoy the racing, and Thank You for being part of the MWPMS 
media family. Here is to a great 2020 season.  
 
Media Requests: Ellen Eschenbacher 317-719-9672 or 
ellen@midwestpromodseries.com  
 

mailto:ellen@midwestpromodseries.com

